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Allies or Adversaries Abrams
This framework fosters the replication and scaling up of home-
grown school feeding models and the mapping of opportunities
for linking such programmes with relevant agricultural
development and rural transformation investments.
The Exclusionary Politics of Digital Financial Inclusion
HarperCollins
'Global Human Resource Management is a timely and excellent
resource, and its focus on developing and transitional countries
fills something of a gap in the literature. It is a welcome addition
to the list of resources available to HR managers working in the
international scene.' - Geoffrey De Lacy, HR Monthly This book
presents Human Resource Management (HRM) as a tool for
improving the performance of organizations in developing and
transitional countries. It does this through the presentation of an
integrated model of human resource management, informed by
the practical realities of applying such a model in developing and
transitional countries.
Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard)
Routledge
Britain's famous overseas civil services - the Colonial
Administrative Service, the Indian Civil Service and the Sudan
Political Service - no longer exist as a major and sought-after
career for Britain's graduates. In this detailed study the history of
each service is presented within the framework of the need to
administer an expanding empire. Close attention is paid to the
methods of recruitment and training and to the socio-educational
background of the overseas administrators as well as to the
nature of their work. The prestigious incumbents of Government
House are revealingly examined. The impact of decolonisation on
overseas officials and the kinds of 'second careers' which they
took up are documented. This authoritative narrative history is
enlivened by recourse to Service lore and anecdotes.
Science by Women Marquis Who's Who
A selection of papers from the first symposium devoted to
competency based learning held in March 1989. The book
provides an historical backdrop for anyone coming new to the
study of Competency-Based Education and Training (CBET).
How to Research Cambridge University Press
Focusing on Kenya’s path-breaking mobile money project M-Pesa,
this book examines and critiques the narratives and institutions of
digital financial inclusion as a development strategy for gender
equality, arguing for a politics of redistribution to guide future
digital financial inclusion projects. One of the most-discussed

digital financial inclusion projects, M-Pesa facilitates the transfer
of money and access to formal financial services via the mobile
phone infrastructure and has grown at a phenomenal rate since
its launch in 2007 to reach about 80 per cent of the Kenyan
population. Through a socio-legal enquiry drawing on feminist
political economy, law and development scholarship and
postcolonial feminist debate, this book unravels the narratives
and institutional arrangements that frame M-Pesa’s success while
interrogating the relationship between digital financial inclusion
and gender equality in development discourse. Natile argues that
M-Pesa is premised on and regulated according to a logic of
opportunity rather than a politics of redistribution, favouring the
expansion of the mobile money market in preference to
contributing to substantive gender equality via a redistribution of
the revenue and funding deriving from its development. This book
will be of particular interest to scholars and students in Global
Political Economy, Socio-Legal Studies, Gender Studies, Law &
Development, Finance and International Relations.
Kenya Gazette John Wiley & Sons
The annual Global Employment Trends (GET) reports provide the
latest global and regional estimates of employment and
unemployment, employment by sector, vulnerable employment,
labour productivity and working poverty, while also analysing
country-level issues and trends in the labour market. Based on
the most recently available data and taking into account
macroeconomic trends and forecasts, the GET reports seek to
shed light on current labour market trends and challenges. The
reports build on the Key Indicators of the Labour Market and
include a consistent set of tables with regional and global
estimates of labour market indicators. Each report contains a
short-term labour market outlook, focusing on unemployment,
vulnerable employment and working poverty. The Global
Employment Trends 2012 takes stock of labour market
developments and emerging challenges as the world continues to
struggle to forge a sustainable recovery from the global economic
and jobs crisis.
Our Woman in Havana World Bank Publications
The persistence of indigenous African markets in the context of a
hostile or neglectful business and policy environment makes them
worthy of analysis. An investigation of Afrocentric business ethics
is long overdue. Attempting to understand the actions and efforts
of informal traders and artisans from their own points of view, and
analysing how they organise and get by, allows for viable
approaches to be identified to integrate them into global urban
models and cultures. Using the utu-ubuntu model to understand
the activities of traders and artisans in Nairobi’s markets, this
book explores how, despite being consistently excluded and
disadvantaged, they shape urban spaces in and around the city,

and contribute to its development as a whole. With immense
resilience, and without discarding their own socio-cultural or
economic values, informal traders and artisans have created a
territorial complex that can be described as the African
metropolis. African Markets and the Utu-buntu Business Model
sheds light on the ethics and values that underpin the work of
traders and artisans in Nairobi, as well as their resilience and
positive impact on urbanisation. This book makes an important
contribution to the discourse on urban economics and planning in
African cities.
Who's who in East Africa International Labour Organisation
Paediatric Rheumatology is an indispensible resource for the
identification and management of specific rheumatological
disorders. As well as covering common and rare rheumatological
problems, there are also chapters on investigations and
emergencies, designed for quick reference. The handbook
includes dedicated topics on systemic diseases affecting
rheumatology; the relevant clinical guidelines and information
needed for a rheumatologist to successfully management a young
patient; and, a coloured section for guidance on rash-related
investigations. Paediatric Rheumatology is also fully endorsed by
the British Society for Paediatric and Adolescent Rheumatology
and the UK Paediatric Rheumatology Clinical Studies Group.
Machakos African Minds
The true story of Charles Mulli's journey of faith, told from his own
perspective. Led by God to sell everything he owned and begin
rescuing street children from the slums of Kenya, his story
describes his incredible life of faith, with love, miracles, and
powerful answers to prayer, persuasively demonstrating what a
close walk with God can do.
Resources in Education Elsevier Science & Technology
A top US diplomat’s compelling memoir of her years in Cuba and
the tumultuous relationship between the two countries:
“Unparalleled insight.” —Culture Trip After the US embassy in
Havana was closed in 1961, relations between the countries
broke off. A thaw came in 1977 with the opening of a de facto
embassy in Havana, the US Interests Section—where Vicki
Huddleston would later serve under Presidents Clinton and
George W. Bush. In her memoir of a diplomat at work, she tells
gripping stories of face-to-face encounters with Fidel Castro and
the initiatives she undertook, like the transistor radios she
furnished to ordinary Cubans. Along with inside accounts of
dramatic episodes such as the Elián González custody battle,
Huddleston also evokes the charm of the island country and her
warm affection for the Cuban people. Uniquely qualified to explain
the inner workings of US-Cuba relations, Huddleston examines the
Obama administration’s diplomatic opening of 2014, the
mysterious “sonic” brain and hearing injuries suffered by US and
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Canadian diplomats serving in Havana, and the rescinding of the
diplomatic opening under the Trump administration. She recounts
missed opportunities for détente, and the myths, misconceptions,
and lies that have long pervaded US-Cuba relations. Our Woman
in Havana is essential reading for everyone interested in Cuba,
including the thousands of Americans visiting the island every
year, as well as policymakers and observers who study the
stormy relationship with our near neighbor. “Anyone interested in
the nitty-gritty of policy-making in Washington, and any young
foreign service officer intrigued by worldly adventures will
thoroughly enjoy.” —Ambassador Joseph Wilson, author of The
Politics of Truth: Inside the Lies that Led to War and Betrayed My
Wife’s CIA Identity
Sustaining the Momentum UNESCO Publishing
The Kenya Gazette is an official publication of the government of
the Republic of Kenya. It contains notices of new legislation,
notices required to be published by law or policy as well as other
announcements that are published for general public information.
It is published every week, usually on Friday, with occasional
releases of special or supplementary editions within the week.
Rural-Urban Interaction in the Developing World OUP Oxford
This book provides a roadmap for those embarking on a career in
STEM, whether in the research or industry realms. Focusing on
paths taken by women, the contributors lend their stories, tips
and tricks, and hardships they faced entering into fields
historically dominated by men. The authors provide practical
advice, highlighting soft skills that are not often taught as
modules in the classroom. Topics include research collaborations,
performance enhancement, the gender lens in research design
and development, imposter syndrome felt by many women in
science, ethics in science, scaling feminine leadership, being an
influencer as a science leader, and time and resources
optimization for career advancement in science from resource-
poor settings. Others interested in science and its impacts on
society will also find the book informative and timely. As an
important part of the Organization for Women in Science in the
Developing World (OWSD), University of Port Harcourt Branch
Book project, the work hopes to inspire women and men, girls and
boys to enter and apply themselves to secure the future in STEM.
Kenya Gazette Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
A robust manufacturing sector is a necessity and a sufficient
condition for any country’s human and economic development as
it creates employment and alleviates poverty. During this Fourth

Industrial Revolution era, there is an urgent need in Africa to
optimally utilize the existing resources to support manufacturing
or else risk allowing the continent to fall behind in the industrial
economy. Innovative strategies are needed that can unlock
Africa’s manufacturing potential by exploring key areas that may
help Africa mature and launch modernized economies that will
benefit the developed world’s industrial economy. The Handbook
of Research on Nurturing Industrial Economy for Africa’s
Development examines various innovations necessary for Africa’s
economic development including drivers of the manufacturing
economy such as education, agriculture, human capital, science
and technological innovations, language, politics, and business
environments. The book explores strategies to increase Africa’s
economic diversity, complexity, productivity, and ultimately
competitiveness, and for the continent to realize its
manufacturing/industrial potential. Further, chapters focus on
African countries’ industrial economies in the African context and
facilitating the fulfillment of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) and the African Union’s Agenda 2063. This book is a
valuable reference tool for government officials, economists,
industrialists, practitioners, stakeholders, researchers,
academicians, and students interested in the industrial economic
development of Africa.
My Journey Of Faith Springer Nature
Led by Amartya Sen, Mary Douglas, and Arjun Appadurai, the
distinguished anthropologists and economists in this book
forcefully argue that culture is central to development, and
present a framework for incorporating culture into development
discourse. For further information on the book and related essays,
please visit www.cultureandpublicaction.org.
Regional Disparities and Marginalisation in Kenya World
Bank Publications
Understanding the rural-urban interface -- Food -- Natural flows --
People -- Ideas -- Finance.
Global Human Resource Management Edward Elgar Publishing
What are the effects of recent public policies for reducing
educational inequalities? How do privatization and other market-
based education measures influence schooling in poverty
contexts and teacher training programs? In what ways, and to
what extent, can these programs take responsibility for improving
low-income students’ learning? How do ethnic and cultural
differences relate to socioeconomic differences at school? This

collection of essays serves to improve the reader’s understanding
of the complex relations between education and poverty. While it
does this mainly by delving into problems and challenges of the
Chilean educational system, they are also currently of
international concern. The chapters, authored by leading scholars
in Chile and worldwide, present theoretical reflections on, and
reports of, contemporary educational research on such issues as
social equality, schooling in low socioeconomic sectors, and
teacher education, among others. The book will be particularly
helpful for scholars from different disciplines who work in
education as well as for teacher educators, schoolteachers, and
policy makers. More generally, it will be also of interest to anyone
who wants to form justified, well-informed beliefs on the ways in
which various educational and socioeconomic institutions and
processes could, and do, affect each other.
Decentralization and Service Delivery African Books Collective
As a young girl growing up in Kenya, Wangari was surrounded by
trees. But years later when she returns home, she is shocked to
see whole forests being cut down, and she knows that soon all the
trees will be destroyed. So Wangari decides to do something—and
starts by planting nine seedlings in her own backyard. And as
they grow, so do her plans. . . . This true story of Wangari
Maathai, environmentalist and winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, is
a shining example of how one woman’s passion, vision, and
determination inspired great change. Includes an author’s note.
This book was printed on 100% recycled paper with 50%
postconsumer waste.
Who's who in the Midwest Stanford University Press
This second edition is about the practice and experience of doing
research in the social sciences as well as in related subjects such
as education, business studies and health and social care. It is
aimed at those involved in small-scale research projects at
college or at work.
Wangari's Trees of Peace Palgrave Macmillan
The Kenya Gazette is an official publication of the government of
the Republic of Kenya. It contains notices of new legislation,
notices required to be published by law or policy as well as other
announcements that are published for general public information.
It is published every week, usually on Friday, with occasional
releases of special or supplementary editions within the week.
Britain's Imperial Administrators, 1858-1966 IGI Global
A biographical dictionary of noteworthy men and women of the
Central and Midwestern States.
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